Chapattis or Indian Flat Bread
Chapattis are similar to tortillas, but made with no baking powder. They are easy to make and keep well if
stored in an air-tight container. Chapattis are common in Southeast Asia and throughout Africa.
Ingredients:
2 ½ cups fine whole wheat flour (you can usually find this in the natural foods section of the supermarket
or with the bulk foods)
2
cups water (or enough to make a soft dough)
1
pinch salt
Preparation:
1. Mix flour and salt in a large mixing bowl.
2. Make a hole in flour and using your hand, mix in water to make soft dough.
3. Knead for five minutes, return to the bowl, cover with wet cloth and refrigerate for an hour.
4. Heat a cast iron skillet over medium high heat until very hot.
5. Roll out 1/2 a handful of dough into a flat round shape and place in pan, cooking for 1 minute on
each side.
6. Once turned, press gently with a towel, until brown.
7. Repeat until all dough is used.
Yield: About 10 chapattis

These recipes are all from the Daniel Fast Cookbooks available at www.Daniel-Fast.com

Homemade Crackers
Making crackers is quick, easy and fun. They can be made with various seasonings and many different kinds of
grain. Try cornmeal with chili powder, rye with caraway or dill seeds, or whole wheat with garlic powder.
Experiment! If made from cornmeal, buckwheat or other non-gluten grains, they can safely be eaten by glutenintolerant individuals. This recipe makes a semi-crisp, dense cracker.
Preheat oven to 400°
Ingredients
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cups whole wheat flour, divided (rye, buckwheat or cornmeal can be substituted)
teaspoon salt
tablespoons canola oil or olive oil; more as needed
tablespoons water; add more as needed
teaspoon seasoning such as dried herbs, chili powder, garlic powder, onion powder, etc. (optional)

1. Using a food processor to mix 1 cup of the flour, ½ teaspoon salt and oil.
2. Add 3 tablespoons water and mix well. Gradually add more water, mixing after each addition, until
mixture forms a compact ball. If it seems too sticky to handle, add more flour.
3. Sprinkle your work surface (or a baking sheet-sized piece of parchment paper) with some of the
remaining flour then press and roll the dough to about 1/8th inch thickness, trying to get it fairly
uniform. If the dough is too dry to roll out, return it to the food processor and add a little more
water. If necessary to prevent sticking, dust your hands and the rolling pin with a little more flour.
4. Place the rolled-out dough on a baking sheet dusted with a little flour or cornmeal (if you've used
parchment paper, transfer dough and paper to baking sheet)
5. Bake for 10 - 15 minutes, until light brown.
6. Cool and break into pieces. If making several batches, mix another while the first one bakes. You can
re-use the parchment paper several times.
Makes about a pound of crackers

These recipes are all from the Daniel Fast Cookbooks available at www.Daniel-Fast.com

